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ABSTRACT
The present work deals with a curvature sensor that consists of two segments of asymmetric multicore fiber (MCF) fusion spliced with
standard single mode fiber (SMF). The MCF comprises three strongly coupled cores; one of such cores is at the geometrical center of the
MCF. The two segments of MCF are short, have different lengths (less than 2 cm each), and are rotated 180○ with respect to each other.
The fabrication of the sensor was carried out with a fusion splicing machine that has the means for rotating optical fibers. It is demonstrated
that the sensor behaves as two SMF–MCF–SMF structures in series, and consequently, it has enhanced sensitivity. The device proposed
here can be used to sense the direction and amplitude of curvature by monitoring either wavelength shifts or intensity changes. In the
latter case, high curvature sensitivity was observed. The device can also be used for the development of other highly sensitive sensors to
monitor, for example, vibrations, force, pressure, or any other parameter that induces periodic or local curvature or bending to the MCF
segments.

© 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5128285., s

INTRODUCTION

Multicore fibers (MCFs) are revolutionary waveguides1,2 that
have multiple individual cores sharing a common cladding. In gen-
eral, MCFs have diameters similar to that of a standard telecommu-
nications optical fiber. The cores of an MCF can be well isolated from
each other to avoid interactions between them. In this manner, each
core behaves as an independent waveguide. Completely the opposite
is also possible; this means that the cores can be in close proximity
to each other to allow coupling between them. In the latter case, the
fiber is called coupled-core MCF and supports supermodes.3

The unique features of MCFs provide new alternatives for the
development of innovative devices whose functionalities cannot be
easily achieved with conventional optical fibers. For example, ultra-
thin lensless endoscopes4 for biomedical applications and mini-
mal intrusive shape sensors have been demonstrated.5,6 MCFs with

coupled cores offer also new possibilities for the development of sim-
ple and compact devices that can be used to monitor vibrations and
bending,7,8 among other parameters.

With regard to fiber optic curvature sensors, so far, a variety of
configurations based on conventional fibers have been proposed and
demonstrated (see Refs. 9–14). However, to the best of the authors’
knowledge, such curvature sensors have not reached high readiness
level. This suggests that it is important to investigate new alternatives
to devise functional fiber optic curvature sensors.

MCFs with isolated cores offer multiple alternatives to build
curvature sensors. For example, curvature sensors based on inter-
ferometers,15–18 twisted MCFs,19 or directional couplers20 have been
demonstrated. Some drawbacks of these sensors are the need of
bulk optics to interrogate them, their insensitivity to the direction
of curvature, their fragility as, in some cases, the MCF must be
tapered, and the high insertion losses. Strongly coupled MCFs with
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quasi-symmetric core distribution have also been demonstrated for
direction-insensitive curvature sensing.21,22

MCFs with a series of Bragg gratings23–25 or long period grat-
ings26–28 in some or in all the cores can also be used to sense curva-
ture. In fact, MCF curvature sensors based on Bragg gratings have
reached a commercial level, but their high cost may limit their use
to high-end applications. Some disadvantages of grating-based MCF
curvature sensors include complex fabrication and expensive inter-
rogation. Moreover, the curvature on some MCFs with gratings can
induce coupling between cores. Such coupling can induce errors in
the measurements of curvature.

Fiber optic curvature sensors have potential applications in
shape sensing,6,14 that is why they have attracted considerable
research interest in recent years. Ideally, a fiber optic curvature sen-
sor must be cost effective and must provide the amplitude and the
direction of curvature. In addition, the sensor must be sensitive, sim-
ple, reliable, and very small in diameter, so it can be integrated to
devices, instruments, or structures. We believe that the fiber optic
curvature sensors reported to date cannot provide all these desirable
characteristics.

Here, we propose a highly sensitive curvature sensor based on
a strongly coupled MCF. Our device is easy to fabricate and requires
a simple (low cost) interrogation system. In addition, our sensor is
able to provide the amplitude and direction of curvature even by
monitoring intensity changes. To achieve the curvature sensor with
the aforementioned features, we used two short segments of differ-
ent lengths of an MCF that comprises three identical cores. The two
MCF segments are fusion spliced and rotated 180○ with respect to
each other and are inserted in a conventional single mode fiber.

The structure reported here can also be used to devise other
sensors to monitor any parameter that induces point or periodic cur-
vature to the MCF. Some examples may include force, pressure, and
vibration sensors or accelerometers.

SENSOR FABRICATION AND WORKING MECHANISM

In Fig. 1(a), we show the cross section of the MCF used to
fabricate the sensor. The fiber has three coupled cores made of
germanium-doped silica embedded in a cladding made of pure silica.
The diameter of each core is approximately 9 μm, and the cores are
separated from each other by 11 μm approximately. It can be noted
that one core is at the geometrical center of the MCF. The numeri-
cal aperture of each core of the MCF is identical to that of an SMF
(0.14). Due to the matching between the numerical apertures of both

FIG. 1. (a) Micrograph of the MCF used to fabricate the samples. (b) Drawing of the
device in which the two segments of MCF are rotated 180○ with respect to each
other. L1 and L2 are the lengths of the segments MCF1 and MCF2, respectively,
and M is the mirror.

fibers, the insertion losses of our devices are low as demonstrated
previously.7,21

The architecture of our curvature sensor is shown in Fig. 1(b).
Such a structure is fabricated by fusion splicing two segments of
different lengths (typically less than 20 mm each) of the aforemen-
tioned MCF with a conventional SMF. The two segments of MCF
are rotated 180○ with respect each other; the reason of this angle
is explained below. A reflector or mirror at the distal end of the
SMF allows the sensor to operate in reflection mode, which has the
advantages described in the following.

The fabrication of the device shown in Fig. 1(b) can be carried
out with a splicing machine that has means of rotating optical fibers.
In our case, we used a specialty fiber splicer (a Fujikura FSM-100P+)
in which an ad hoc splicing program was implemented. With such
a program, the end face of the two segments of MCF was inspected
to orient the cores before the splicing. In all cases, the splices were
carried out with a cladding alignment method. Under such splic-
ing conditions, the cores located in the geometrical center of the
two segments of MCF and the unique core of the SMF were axially
aligned and permanently joined together. The two segments of MCF
were intentionally rotated 180○ to achieve an SMF–MCF1–MCF2–
SMF structure in which the two cores outside the center of the MCFs
were upward in one part of the structure and downward in the other
part. We will see that such a structure behaves as a dual supermode
coupler in series.

To understand the working mechanism of the device shown in
Fig. 1(b), we carried out simulations based on the finite difference
method with commercial software (FimmWave and FimmProp by
Photon Design) and different experiments. In Fig. 2, we show the
propagation of two different wavelengths from the lead-in SMF to
the lead-out SMF in an SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure with the
dimensions described in the figure. It can be seen that at 1500 nm,
the guided light does not reach the lead-out SMF. On the other
hand, light at 1550 nm propagates with losses. Consequently, in
the referred structure, maximum transmission can be expected at
1550 nm and minimum at 1500 nm.

In addition to the simulations, we analyzed mathematically
our device by considering that it is composed of two parts. Let us

FIG. 2. Simulations of light propagation in an SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure.
The following values were considered: L1 = 12.20 mm and L2 = 11.40 mm. The
analyzed wavelengths are indicated.
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consider first the case when L2 = 0. In this case, we will have an
SMF–MCF1–SMF structure. To predict the transmission intensity
of such a structure, we have to consider the following situations: (i)
The three cores of the MCF are identical, i.e., they have the same
diameter and the same refractive index; (ii) the distance between the
MCF cores is the same; (iii) the central core of the MCF is excited
with the fundamental SMF mode, and (iv) the MCF is composed
by evanescently coupled single-mode cores. In our case, the latter
assumptions are valid in the 1200 nm–1600 nm wavelength range.
Under these conditions, two supermodes are excited in the MCF.
Such supermodes have non-zero intensity in the central core of the
MCF.8

The transfer function of the SMF–MCF1–SMF structure can
be calculated by means of the coupled mode theory.29 The trans-
fer function is a periodic function of wavelength (λ) and can be
expressed as30–32

I1T(λ,L1) = 1 − (2/3)sin2
(

√

3πΔnL1/λ). (1)

In Eq. (1), Δn is the effective refractive index difference between the
two excited supermodes. Δn depends on the wavelength, refractive
index, dimensions, and separation between the cores of the MCF.
For the MCF shown in Fig. 1(a), Δn was found to be 4.66 × 10−4.
Now, if L1 = 0, we will have an SMF–MCF2–SMF structure of length
L2. The transfer function of such a structure can also be expressed by
Eq. (1), but with L2 instead of L1.

Let us now calculate the transfer function of an SMF–MCF–
SMF structure when the SMF at the final extreme has a reflector or
mirror on its face [see Fig. 1(b)]. In this case, the structure can be
considered as two SMF–MCF–SMF structures in series. As demon-
strated by several groups, the transfer function of two periodic fiber
devices placed in series is the product of the individual transfer func-
tions.33–36 Thus, if a single SMF–MCF–SMF structure with L1 (or L2)
is interrogated in reflection, the transfer function is simply I1R = I2

1T
(or I2R = I2

2T).
If the device shown in Fig. 1(b) is excited with a broadband

source, the reflection measured with a photodetector or spectrom-
eter will be

R(λ) = Is(λ)[I1T(λ,L1)I2T(λ,L2)]
2. (2)

In Eq. (2), Is(λ) is the spectral power distribution of the excitation
light source. In a practical situation, such a light source can be a
narrow-band light emitting diodes (LED) whose spectral distribu-
tion is Gaussian.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The interrogation of the device depicted in Fig. 1(b) is sim-
ple. In our case, we used a superluminescent light emitting diode
(SLED) with peak emission at 1550 nm and a FWHM of 60 nm as the
light source, a conventional fiber optic coupler (or circulator), and
a photodetector or a miniature spectrometer (Ibsen I-MON-512)
connected by a universal serial bus (USB) cable to a personal com-
puter. Unless otherwise stated, in all our experiments, the cleaved
end of the SMF segment after the MCF2 was used as a reflector. The
reflectivity in this case was less than 4%.

In Fig. 3, we show the normalized reflection spectra of SMF–
MCF–SMF structures in three different cases. The plots with dotted

FIG. 3. Reflection spectra observed when the structure is SMF–MCF–SMF in
which the lengths of MCFs are 12.20 mm (dashed line) and 11.4 mm (dotted line).
The shadowed area beneath the solid line is the reflection spectrum observed
when a 12.20 mm-long and an 11.40 mm-long segment of MCF are fusion spliced
and rotated 180○ with respect to each other.

and dashed lines correspond to the spectra of individual structures
with L1 = 12.20 mm and L2 = 11.40 mm. As the lengths of the
MCF segments are short, the periods of the reflection spectra are
long, and thus, it is not possible to observe two consecutive max-
ima in the monitored wavelength range. The shadowed area beneath
the solid line represents the reflection spectrum observed when two
segments of MCF, one with L1 = 12.20 mm and the other with
L2 = 11.40 mm, were spliced together, but one segment of MCF
was rotated 180○ with respect to the other. The reflection spec-
trum of the SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure coincides with the
spectrum that is obtained when the spectra shown in dotted and
dashed lines are multiplied and then normalized. It can be noted
that the experimental results shown in Fig. 3 agree with the sim-
ulations described in Fig. 2. Therefore, we can conclude that the
reflection of the device depicted in Fig. 1(b) can be calculated with
Eq. (2) as it can be treated as two SMF–MCF–SMF structures in
series.

To assess the performance of our composed MCF device as
a curvature sensor, we carried out simulations, which are summa-
rized in Fig. 4. In the figure, we show the reflection spectra of an
SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure built with L1 = 17.4 mm and L2
= 18.2 mm at different values of curvature. It was assumed that the
structure was bent in the MCF1–MCF2 junction and that both seg-
ments of MCF experienced the same curvature. The curvature was
assumed to be applied in four different directions with respect to the
orientations of the MCF cores. Any other orientation of the cores
with respect to curvature will be contained between the four cases
shown in Fig. 4. From the simulations, it can be concluded that the
reflection intensity of our device will increase or decrease depend-
ing on the direction of curvature. This means that our device can
distinguish the amplitude and direction of curvature.

To corroborate the above predictions, a simple setup, schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 5, was implemented. The SMF segments were
secured with two fiber chucks that were mounted on respective
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FIG. 4. Simulated reflection spectra of an
SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure for
different values of curvature when the
orientations of the MCF cores are 90○

(a), 60○ (b), 30○ (c), and 0○ (d) with
respect to the direction of curvature indi-
cated by arrows. For the simulations, it
was considered that L1 = 17.40 mm and
L2 = 18.20 mm.

rotators (HFR001 from Thorlabs). The chuck rotators were sepa-
rated by a fixed distance and were secured on an optical breadboard
that was placed in a vertical position. A fiber chuck was used as a
mass (20 g) to keep the tension of the fibers constant. The measure-
ments of curvature were carried out at different orientations of the
MCFs, between 0 and 180○ in steps of 30○, with respect to curva-
ture [see Fig. 5]. A translation stage with micrometer resolution was
used to bend the structure in a controlled manner. The stage bent
the device close to the MCF1–MCF2 junction. The value of curva-
ture (C) on the device was calculated with the following equation:
C = 12h/d2 (see Ref. 12), where h is the displacement of the transla-
tion stage and d is the separation between the two fiber rotators.

In the setup described in the above paragraph, any displace-
ment of the translation stage (or change of h) causes bending to the
two segments of MCF. However, the effect on them was different

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the measuring setup and the sensor interrogation;
h is the deflection of the device and d is the distance between the two supports.
FOC is fiber optic coupler or circulator, SMF is single mode fiber, and SLED is
superluminescent light emitting diode. The MCF core orientation with respect to
the applied curvature is indicated.

as the cores outside the center of the MCF had a different position
with respect to the applied curvature. As demonstrated in Ref. 8, the
asymmetric MCF used here is highly sensitive to bending. In addi-
tion, the direction of the bending can be distinguished when the
MCF cores are oriented properly. Therefore, high sensitivity to cur-
vature and capability to distinguish the direction of curvature were
expected with an SMF–MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure. For this rea-
son, we fabricated the structure as shown in Fig. 1(b) with the cores
of the MCF1 and MCF2 segments rotated 180○ with respect to each
other.

A device fabricated with a segment of 17.4 mm of MCF fusion
spliced to another segment of 18.2 mm was characterized in detail.
As mentioned before, the cores of the MCF segments were in oppo-
site orientation. Wavelength shifts and intensity changes were mon-
itored at each value of curvature. In the former case, a spectrometer
was used, while in the latter case, a low cost InGaAs photodiode
(S154C from Thorlabs) was used. The light source was the same in
all the measurements. The intensity of the reflected light when no
curvature (C = 0 m−1) was applied to the device was considered as
P and the changes caused by curvature as ΔP. At C = 0 m−1, the
wavelength position of the peak reflection was considered to be λm
and IR = 1.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the spectra observed when the cur-
vature at two perpendicular directions was applied to the device
described in the above paragraph. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) show the
averaged curvature sensitivities that were measured in seven differ-
ent orientations of the MCF. The core orientations with respect to
curvature are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Note that when the wave-
length shift is larger, the changes in intensity are minimal and vice
versa. The different values of sensitivities at different orientations of
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FIG. 6. [(a) and (b)] Reflection spectra at different curvatures observed when the position of the MCF was at 0○ and 90○, respectively, according to Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). [(c)
and (d)] Average curvature sensitivity measured by monitoring wavelength shift or intensity changes. In all cases, the MCF device had L1 = 17.40 mm and L2 = 18.20 mm.

the MCF cores with respect to curvature were expected due to the
asymmetry of the device.

The discrepancy between simulations and experimental results
with regard to shifts of the spectra may be due to the strain induced
to the device and curvature of the SMF–MCF junctions, as these
are inevitable in an experiment. In addition, during the measure-
ments, the two segments of MCF may not experience exactly the
same curvature. In the simulations, however, the two stubs of MCF
were supposed to be exclusively subjected to the same curvature.
Nonetheless, regardless of the orientation of the MCFs with respect
to curvature, the wavelength position and height of the reflection
peak (intensity) can be simultaneously tracked. Hence, it is possible
to know the direction and amplitude of the curvature applied to the
device.

The drastic changes in the reflection spectrum of the SMF–
MCF1–MCF2–SMF structure when it is subjected to curvature can
be explained with Eq. (2) and with the simulations shown in Fig. 4.
Note that the structure is composed of two MCF segments that
are highly sensitive to bending. Moreover, the reflection spectrum
results from the multiplication of two spectra that move in oppo-
site directions. This causes the height of the resulting reflection peak
to increase or decrease. Consequently, the total intensity detected
by using the photodetector increases or decreases depending on the
direction of curvature.

In real-world applications, fiber optic curvature sensors are
attached or integrated to structures or devices. Thus, to investigate
the performance of our curvature sensor in more detail, the sample
described in Fig. 3 was glued on a thin rectangular plastic beam that

was secured with two supports separated by a fixed distance. The
orientation of the cores of the segments of MCF with respect to the
plastic beam was approximately as that shown in Fig. 5. This means
that a segment of MCF had two cores up and the other two cores
down with respect to the direction of the curvature. Again, a trans-
lation stage with micrometer resolution was used to bend the beam
upward (convex curvature) and downward (concave curvature) in
a controlled manner. Other curvature orientations were not possible
due to the geometry of the beam. The stage was located in the middle
point of the distance between the two supports. The MCF1–MCF2
junction of the structure was located in the same position than the
translation stage.

Figure 7 summarizes the behavior of our sensor when it was
subjected to concave and convex curvatures. Note that the shift of
the spectrum is to longer wavelengths in the former case and to
shorter wavelengths in the latter case. The figure also shows the cal-
ibration curve for concave and convex curvatures. It can be noted
that the response of our device in both cases is linear. From the
calibration curve, the curvature sensitivities were calculated to be
791 pm/m−1 for concave curvature and 950 pm/m−1 for convex cur-
vature. The discrepancy in the values of sensitivities of our device
can be attributed to imperfections of the same, for example, the
MCFs may not be exactly 180○ with respect to each other. Strain
applied to the MCFs and curvature of the SMF–MCF segments may
also induce shifts to the reflection spectra.

In Fig. 8, we show the observed changes in ΔP/P for different
values of concave and convex curvatures. It can be noted that when
the device was subjected to concave curvature, the value of ΔP/P
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FIG. 7. Top: spectra observed when the
beam shown in Fig. 5 was curved down-
ward (left) and upward (right). The val-
ues of curvature (in m−1) are indicated
in the graphs. Bottom: calibration curves
for concave and convex curvatures.

decreased, and it increased when the curvature on it was convex.
Note also that the value of ΔP/P reached the baseline (ΔP/P = 0)
when the curvature was removed from the sensor. The calibration
curves for concave and convex curvatures are also shown in Fig. 8.
The sensitivities for concave and convex curvature were found to be
almost identical, 4.66 dB/m−1, which is slightly higher than those of

FIG. 8. Top: relative power changes as a function of time when the beam, hence
the MCF segments, was bent downward (concave curvature) and upward (convex
curvature). The step in each case is 0.0266 m−1. Bottom: calibration curve.

the intensity-modulated curvature sensors reported in Refs. 26, 37,
and 38.

The results shown in Fig. 8 suggest that with our device and
an inexpensive intensity-based interrogation system, it is possible to
distinguish concave and convex curvatures as well as the amplitude
of the applied curvature. If maximum sensitivity is needed in a par-
ticular curvature direction, the cores of the MCF can be oriented
properly. We believe that these features cannot be achieved with
other fiber optic curvature sensors reported so far in the literature.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have reported on a simple MCF curvature sen-
sor that comprises two short segments of strongly coupled MCF
fusion spliced and rotated with respect to each other. The fabrica-
tion of the device only involves cleaving and fusion splicing; such
processes are well established in the fiber optics industry. The sensor
can be interrogated with a low power SLED and a miniature spec-
trometer or a simple photodetector. It was found that the sensor
behaves as two SMF–MCF–SMF structures in series and the reflec-
tion spectrum exhibited a single, narrow peak whose height and
position in wavelength can be simultaneously determined with high
accuracy.

The proposed device was assessed as a curvature sensor. It was
found that for this application, it is able to provide the amplitude
and the direction of curvature no matter how the cores of the MCF
are oriented with respect to the direction of curvature. Moreover,
our sensor can be interrogated in two different manners. When the
sensor was subjected to concave curvature, the reflection spectrum
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shifted to red and the intensity decreased. However, when convex
curvature was applied to the device, the shift was to blue and the
intensity decreased.

The curvature sensitivity of the sensor reported here was
found to be 4.66 dB/m−1 when intensity changes were corre-
lated with curvature. Such sensitivity can be sufficient in several
applications.

We believe that the composed MCF structure reported here can
be used for different sensing applications. Vibrations, for example,
can be translated to periodic concave and convex curvatures on the
device and hence to periodic intensity changes. It also seems possi-
ble to sense pressure or lateral force as they can induce curvature to
the MCF segments. Therefore, cost effective, highly sensitive force,
pressure, or vibration (accelerometers) sensors can be devised with
the platform proposed here.
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